
52 Oldham Street: a building 
designed with young people in mind…

Since 2017, 52 Oldham Street has been 
the venue for the most advanced 
homelessness prevention services for  
young people in the UK. But now, this 
worn-out building needs saving…

We’re proud to deliver an exceptional level 
of support to the young people of Greater 
Manchester – but the increase in services  
here has meant an increase in footfall.  
The smaller charities that used to own the 
building couldn’t keep up with the cost  
of repairs, and so we’ve been unable to  
prevent its inevitable deterioration. 

Since 2017, 52 Oldham Street  
services have supported over 4,000 
16-25 year olds into accommodation

Sadly, the building is preventing us from providing 
a welcoming, inspirational and supportive 
environment for the many homeless young 
people who come through our doors each day. 

We want to transform this old, tired building 
into a space that shows young people that they 

are valued and cared for. We want to create 
a co-produced space with young people to 
help build their confidence and self-worth, 
while also providing a safe haven for those 
who desperately need it.  

‘The building feels impersonal. 
It didn’t feel welcoming…’
Jacob, supported by Centrepoint at 52 Oldham Street 

The team have just about coped with a  
building that is unfit for purpose for years –  
but now we’ve reached the point of no return. 
If we don’t take action, we could lose this 
opportunity to create a life-saving space – and 
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Fit-for-purpose office space at 52 Oldham Street is vital if we’re 
to continue delivering our wide range of life-saving services in 
the Greater Manchester area. And with your support, we will.

We run three housing and support services here – our 
Homelessness Prevention & Relief Service, Rough Sleepers Team 
and Floating Support Service (which supports young people once 
they are in accommodation) – making us the first port of call for 
every single homeless young person in Manchester. 

The office space at 52 Oldham Street is also home to our 
Centrepoint Helpline staff, our Mental Health, Finance and 
Fundraising teams – and it is the central hub from where all 
our services function. 

Having all these services under one roof, working together to keep 
young people safe, is simply revolutionary. By transforming this 
space, you’ll help our teams to work even more collaboratively in 
the safe and psychologically informed environment they deserve.

Each day, staff will phone around checking 
for bed spaces to ensure that vulnerable 
young people don’t have to sleep rough. 
This board shows how many bed spaces are 
available in the city at any one time. The 0’s 
mean there are none. 

A word from our designer, 
Daniella Bird
Daniella has been an interior designer for 15 years. She’s very 
kindly been donating her time to help shape the psychologically 
informed environments of 52 Oldham Street…

‘Human-centred design puts people at the heart of a project – 
the space needs to work for them. It’s a really good way to get 
people on a journey for change and it’s important that the young 
people feel listened to. Helping the next generation thrive means 
that society in the future will be wonderful.’

Discover even more about this 
life-saving project
Scan this QR code with your smartphone or tablet camera, click the link  
and it will take you through to a page where you can download the  
Oldham Street Project Brochure and make a gift towards the renovations.
You’ll be able to read about what this incredible project will mean for young 
people in the area, as well as taking a closer look at more of the  
new psychologically informed environment. 

52 Oldham Street HQ: where it all starts…



Your support will help create a life-changing environment…
Your generosity will fund a building that’s transformative for young people in need, from the moment they arrive. 
Every single space has been specially designed to make them feel safe, supported, valued and cared for…

This isn’t just a 
reception…
Before

After

This isn’t just 
an entrance...

This isn’t just 
a bathroom…

This isn’t just a 
laundry room...

We’ll create a bright, well-lit,  
welcoming first port of call for visitors.  
A reconfigured layout, separate  
entrances and access system will  
provide extra safety and security for all.

To a young person facing homelessness, 
first impressions matter. From a cold, 
bare, poorly planned room, we’ll create a 
warm, comfortable space that instantly 
puts visitors at ease. 

This isn’t just an 
interview room…
Our interview rooms currently feel 
small, dark and institutionalised. 
We’ll create confidential, relaxed 
and comfortable safe spaces to 
help young people open up about 
the issues they’re facing.
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Our laundry room is currently in the 
dusty, damp and dark basement. New 
laundry facilities will allow young people 
to wash their clothes in a bright, clean 
and organised space. 

Before

Our old and tired bathrooms will be 
refurbished to ensure that young people 
who visit can feel clean and refreshed, 
with baby changing facilities for parents 
and accessibility for all.

After


